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PLANNING GUIDE AND RECORD OF UNIT OF STUDY
Teacher:

Colleen Code

Subject and Grade Level:

Grade 4 - Language Arts, Social Studies, Science Health
Phys. Ed. and Arts

Duration of Unit:
Number of Library Periods:
Number of Classes:

2 months
4

Topic:
Subtopics:

Immigration in Saskatchewan
Who is an immigrant?
How did Saskatchewan immigrants live?
Why do people come to Saskatchewan?
What struggle (challenges) did (do) they face here1?1
climate, transportation, illnesses
How does immigration affect us today?

OBJECTIVES:
Knowledge:
- all persons including themselves are unique and important
- groups of people have similarities and differences
- all people and groups have rights and responsibilities
- life of early Saskatchewan Immigrants
- individual and groups of people made decisions may result
in change
- interaction of aboriginal people and immigrants resulted in
new identities

RESOURCES
Prairie Willow3Novel _ "The Secret
of Sentinel Rock" by Judith
Silverthorne
"All My Children" excerpts
Snapshots - 6
Museum

Skills:
- increase vocabulary
- research (jot notes)
- access information
- organize information by collecting and recording using a
variety of formats
- present info in various ways
- make connections between/among concepts
- make decisions
Attitudes:
- value and appreciate past, uniqueness, culture and
traditions of Saskatchewan people
- value and respect themselves and others
- value decision making process that results in positive
changes
- appreciate diversity and interdependence in our communities

keep a Learning Log
alphabet book

Early Life Series

"All My Children"

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
- Motivational Set:
-What is an immigrant?
- Where they came from?

- Exploring their family trees

- Life of early Sask. Immigrants

- Vocabulary

- Early clothing

- Pioneer Life

ASSIGNMENTS
- Find out where your ancestors come
from to complete Motivational
display
- Bar graph numbers others come from
where
- After listening to "Prairie Willow" by
Marina Trottier where a tree is a symbol
of all those who promised to set their
roots down in prairies - they complete
a family tree.
- Each students will keep a "Learning
Log" of Sask. Immigrants. 1870'sto
1920's to date and write in each day
- Collaboratively set guidelines
- Whole class novel study "The Secret
of Sentinel Rock" by Judith
Silverthorne
- Each chapter students will complete
vocabulary matches, or look-up
vocabulary in dictionary
and write sentences of their own using
vocabulary
-Each chapter will be followed by
comprehension questions
- After reading Chapter One
illustrate a pioneers clothing from
1878-1914 or write a descriptive
paragraph
-"A Pioneer Alphabet" - children record
an alphabetical list of new pioneer words
that they came across. Read "A Prairie
Alphabet" children will draw and write a
sentence about each word.

ASSESSMENT
participation checklist

ability to organize info and
make a bar graph

record at least 30 things the>
learned about early Sask.
immigrants

Rating Scale
Vocabulary - matches or find
dictionary meaning & make
own sentences
Comprehension-correct
answers, complete sentences
capitals & punctuation
Rating Scale - Rubric
- paragraph and drawing

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Journey of Immigrants

Feeling of Immigrants
What to take

Quilt Making - a pioneer craft

Feelings and experiences of
%?oung early immigrants to the
prairies

ASSIGNMENTS
Following chapter 2 which is a description
of Emma's journey they chart her journey
on a map
Teacher will head a description of a journe
on a ship found jn Journey's guide p. 15
children cram into designated space in
classroom and mimic the journey
Individuals make lists of what they would
take with them (10 things) - arrange in
small groups to discuss and share lists
and come up with best lists - Groups
share lists and give reasons for final choices
(Decisions sheet from "Challenges from the
Past")
Following Chapter 3 which introduces
grandma's crazy quilt - children make
crazy quilt blocks using wrapping
jgaper then stitching them together
After reading chapter 4 in novel each read
"Pettrenella"(a story of a young girl and her
family's journey from Europe to homestead
in Manitoba) from Journey's Reader in a
"Country Far Away". Compare and
contrast the experiences of Pettrenella and
Emma in small groups.
Fill in chart of how they are alike and how
they are different
Individually write a paragraph of comparing
and contrasting

ASSESSMENT

simulating experience
participation

listening, summarizing
and recording info

co-operation following
directions, neatness and
accuracy of their quilt
blocks

listing and summarizing
information
Venn Diagram
group work -chair,
recorder, readers,
reports

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Where pioneers (early immigrants
lived) Soddies

Pioneers utilized everything
rug making from scraps

o

o

ASSIGNMENTS
Following Chapter 6 of novel studydescription of Emma's soddie, mark size
of typical soddies with tape on gym floor
4 m X 5 1/2 m - roll play how 5 or 6 people
would live in one
Discuss space available for privacy
Watch "Homesteaders on the Prairies"
11 minute video tape. Listen to "Sod
Houses on the Great Plain" by Glenn
Rounds - choose 1 activity
diagram of inside a sod house
write to build sod house
research other sod houses of the times
and write a sentence
Make a tiny braided rug from material
scraps (use for Mother's Day)

ASSESSMENT

participation
simulation
cooperation

checklist of necessan
items

Following directions
completing projects

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Hardships of pioneer life
(immigrants life)

Early Schools in
Desketchevor

ASSESSMENT
ASSIGNMENTS
Sentence writing and
Following chapter 8 on epidemicscreativity
design tombstones needed for 6
pioneers who died in influenza outbreaks
Write a short epitaph
list 6 hardships
Research hardships of pioneers in groups,
involvement in skit
and create a skit showing a crisis
Group participation
Write a book report advertising
Writing
is movie upon completion of novel
Watch video "Life In Early Canada"
The New Schoolhouse and the New
Schoolteachers - 19 minutes
While listening to story "The Old Schoolhouse"
Jot notes
from Journeys they make jot notes
using page 35 from Journeys Activity
Book
In pairs they read selections to verify
synthesize and record
info that they got
info.
Write a paragraph to compare and
-paragraph writing
contrast old school and present schools
-topic sentence - 1 marl
-Hold pioneer school day
-supporting sentence-8
-summary sentence - 1

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Feelings of immigrants in land
of another language

Culmination of Early Life

PART 2
Who were the immigrants and why
did they come? push-pull factors

'""^Getting to know the Immigrant

Propaganda (pull factors)

ASSIGNMENTS
Listen to "Painted Words" by Aliki. After
discussing how Marianthe felt in an
English school, write how they would feel
going to a new country and new school
with a different language (write to your
grandma telling her how you feel about the
new school and new language)
Trip to museum in Birch Hills - complete
pioneer alphabet and make books
Write thank you's to the people in the
museum

Using "Snapshots" read biography of
Gabriel Milski to class
Together list reasons Gabriel might have for
leaving homeland. PUSH factors
Factors that might pull him here - PUSH
In pairs read a biography. In decisionmaking journal answer questions about
who their immigrant is
Take their biography to find possible PUSH
factors for their immigrant record
Whole class look at poster advertising
Canadian West - list phrases from poster
you would consider propaganda.

ASSESSMENT
Letter Writing
- inside address, bod]
closing

complete alphabet list
of pioneer words and
book
Letter writing

Participation

Reading for info,
working together
check ability to
to identify pusMactors
Participation

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT

Immigration

Weather

Weather
Bar Graph
Population

ASSIGNMENTS
Assessing info for relevance

ASSESSMENT
-Whole Group
- Choosing which books to
look for facts

Determining whether info is fact or
opinion
Following intro of discovery centers students move through centers they feel
are relevant to their immigrant and record
-logical choices
in their decision making journal
(p. 3 - Decision booklet)
-question writing - logical
Interview - In each pair one person is the
immigrant, the other an interviewer. Through
sequence
an interview - into your immigrant to the
class and his/her conclusion about
immigrating
Make bar graph of climates in Saskatchewan assess bar graph for
and climate of other countries where
accuracy
where immigrants came from - using table
from "Snapshot 6" Resources - climate
Compare climates today with those around
the world for immigrants today
Make bar graph of population by natural
assess bar graph for
origin 1921 in book. Using table from
accuracy
"Communities" in "Snaoshot 6"

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Population today

|jjLA4>f-u>*-'

/The history ofSfame settlers
in Saskatchewan

>ART3
Life of Ukrainian Immigrants

Ukrainian Customs

Folk Dancing

ASSIGNMENTS
Bar Graph using info in Sask. People
p. 51
Look at division in population and record
how many of Ukrainian ancestry are in
eachdivision(p.51)
They listen to excerpts from "For Our
Children" and write responses

- Literary Circle
- Each group will read a story from
Vuiko Yurko "The First Generation"
and "I can't find the Words to Tell You"
by Anne Everatt. They will put on a skit
to demonstrate their short story.
Read "Special Canadian Communities"
Vegreville "A Ukrainian Canadian
Community" they answer the
comprehension questions on page
55
Read and discuss Vegreville Yesterday
Learn a simple Ukrainian Folk Dance in
gym

ASSESSMENT

Sorting information

In sentences for each
response - must be
grammatically correci

ability to answer the
questions

participation

UNIT OUTLINE
CONTENT
Easter Egg painting

Who are immigrants?
What did they do for a living
when they got here?
What struggles did they face here?
What contributions did they

make?

o

ASSIGNMENTS
Following direction paint an Easter
egg
Culmination
In pairs with Gr. 6 students read
"They Sought a New World"
by William Kurelik and answer questions
about immigrants

ASSESSMENT
following directions
neatness

with older partner
make jot notes of relevanl
info to answer each
question in unit.

The Secret Ot" Sentinel Rock - Chapter 1
Vocabulary
p.l beckoning
p.2 occupied

p. 4 exhilarating
mourner

p.3 compelled
Questions
1. Why were all the relatives and friends at the house?
2. Who are the main characters in this story?
3. Who does Emily think Emma is?
Chapter 2
Vocabulary
p. 14 explanation

p.23 approached

p.21 descended

p.24 offended

crevice
Questions:
1. Where did Emma tell Emily that she was standing right now?
2. Describe Emma's boat trip.
3. How did Emma get to the prairies from Eastern Canada?

1 What year was it according to Emma and why didn't she know when
Saskatchewan was?
5. What year is it according to Emily?

St. Louis School
Sod Houses

Name:

Teacher: Mrs, i

Date :

Title of Work:
Criteria

1

Outward Appearance
of Sod House

-has a window and door

Inside Appearance
of Sod House

-one room represenied -includes
fireplace or stove

Furniture and
Details

-beds, table, benches or chairs,
and cupboard

|

2

3

4

-window and door include
details -has sod represenied

-extra details on
house, such as grass on
roof, or chimney with
smoke

-more creative -outward
appearance looks more
realistic

—

-includes stove, quilt,
-stove has chimney -quill
-extra details added
chimney as well as extra
included to divide room for •ex. -quilt looks realistic or
details on ceiling, walls or
privacy
slides open and shut
floor
-extra details making
furniture look more
realistic, braided rugs,
handmade quilts, etc -

Points

—

-minute details that the
-ectra details concerning student can explain from
lighting
their study of immigrants,
totally creative

—
—

Total — >
l eacher Comments:

St. Louis School
Sod Houses

Teacher: Mrs. Code

Name:

Title of Work:

Date :
|

Criteria
1

Outward Appearance
of Sod House

Inside Appearance
of Sod House

Furniture and
Details

-has a window and door

I

2

3

4

-window and door include
details -has sod represented

-extra details on
house.such as grass on
roof, or chimney with
smoke

-more creative -outward
appearance looks more
realistic

-includes stove, quill,
-extra details added
-stove has chimney -quilt
chimney as well as extra
-one room represenied -includes
included to divide room for -ex. -quill looks realistic or details on ceiling, walls 01
fireplace or stove
slides open and shut
privacy
floor
-beds, table, benches or chairs,
and cupboard

-extra details making
furniture look more
realistic, braided rugs,
handmade quills, etc. -

-minute details thai the
-ectra details concerning student can explain from
iheir siudy of immigrants,
lighting
totally creative

Total— ->

Teacher Comments:
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Points

—

6. How did Emily's Mom react when Emily told her what happened?
7. How would you react if someone told you that they had gone back in time?
Chapter 3
Vocabulary:
p.29 aroma

p. 38 ascended

p.32 irritated
p.37 illuminating

fragile
p. 42 reluctance

Questions:
1. How does Emily feel about having an auction and selling the farm?
2. How would you feel about selling your grandparent's place to someone
else?
3. They found grandmother's first patchwork quilt. How old was she when
she made it, and what were the swatches made fromF?
4. A similie is when the author compares one thing to another. Find two
similies on page 38 and write them.
5. What time of year is it in the present?
6. Where did Emily run in order to see her grandmother's house again?
Chapter 4
Vocabulary:
p. 46 lingered

p. 57 crevice
furious

1. Signs ol spring are evident at the beginning ofthis chapter. Where is Emma
living?
2. Can Emma's Grandmother see Emily?
3. Who is Molly?
4. What was Geordie doing with his Grandmothers help?
5. Why had Emily never seen so many prairie lilies before?
6. What time of year is it in Emma's time, and what was her family doing on
pages 53 and 54?
7. What did Emma give Emily to help her enter into her time?
Chapter 5
Vocabulary':
p. 62 inevitable

p.78 torrents

detour
Questions:
1. What were Emily's mother and Aunt Liz doing when she returned home?
2. What did Emily say she had been doing?
3. How were old photograph negatives different from those of today?
4. They found a picture of a large family that would have come to Saskatchewan
in the 1890's. Emily almost made a slip. What was she about to say?
Chapter 6
Vocabularv:

p.82 camomile

p.83 smudge

Questions:
1. Write the descriptive sentence on p.76 that tells how the bottom of Emily
pants got wet?
2. What month in the past is it what Emily meets Emma in this chapter?
3. What did Emily teach Emma that Grandma Renfrew had taught her?
4. What did Emily have with her that Emma had never seen before?
5. What inventions did they compare in their discussion on p.79?
6. Can you think of five other things that we have today that Emma didn't
have in her time?
7. What did Emma eat?
8. What were the purplish-black berries that were foreign to Emma?
9. What did Emily suggest to Emma to try to help her mother regain her
strength?
10. Why did Emma's family have a smudge?
11. Who were the people in Emma's family?
12. What did Emily forget to ask Emma on this visit?
Chapter 7
Vocabulary:
p.95 dusk
Questions:

p.98 illuminated

1. What had Gerald Ferguson and Mrs. Barkley said to Emily's mother
about her?
2. Why was Emily praying her purple stained fingers wouldn't show?
3. What shocked Emily about the family photo that they had developed?
4. Who was missing from Emma's family photo?
5. What was Emma's last name?
6. What arrangements had Kate made with Gerald Ferguson?
7. What was Grandma Renfrew's last name?
Chapter 8
Vocabulary:
p. 109 cautiously

p. 117 collapsed

Questions:
1. Why did Emily approach the sod house cautiously?
2. What had caused everyone in Emma's family to be sick?
3. Where had the family that stayed with them tried to take their sick son?
4. What was Emma doing to help her family and how did Emily help?

5. Who was delirious from the influenza and saw Emily as she wiped his brow?
6. What plants did Emily gather for medicine?
7. Who died from the influenza?
8. Why had the Elliots come to Canada?
Chanter 9

Vocabulary:
p. 127 familiar

p. 130 reluctant

Questions:
1. When Emily entered Emma's world the next morning where did she find
Emma and what was Emma's problem?
2. How does Emma's mom think Emma learned about all her plant remedies?
3. When Emily returned to the sod house the second time in this chapter where
was Emma?
4. How did Emily enter the house without anyone noticing the door open?
5. How did she explain to her mother why she was wet from the rain in the pasi
world?
6. What do you think will happen to Emma?
Chapter 10
Vocabulary:
p. 153 reprimanded

p. 162 solace

Questions:
1. When Emily returned to the rock the next morning to visit Emma what
happened?
2. Who's gravestone did Emily find in the cemetery when she went with Aunt
Maggie? What was the date of her death?
*. When Emily asked Aunt Maggie to identify the people in the photo. Aunt
Maggie named them all and said that Grandma Renfrew had been born on
the wagon trail. Who was Grandma Renfrew in the family that Emily had
met? Why didn't Emily know the child was her grandmother in the oast?

4. How did Aunt Maggie explain Emma's early death?
5. Who had insisted that Emily be named after Emma and why?
6. When Emily examined Grandma Renfrew's quilt what material caught hei
eye?
7. In this book the Rock was the favorite place of which three characters?
8. What did Emily find hidden in the wall space where her journal was?
9 What great news did Mr. Ferguson share?
10. Whenever Emily feels lonely in the future where will she be able to
return?

